Vision.
John Milton Fogg

Vision. Now, there's a subject-and-a-half.
You know the importance of vision... yes?
'Where there is no vision the people perish... '
So it is written in the Bible (Proverbs 29:18).
I believe that's a mistake.
Yes, I know... thin ice. Sorry if I oﬀend, but I have to tell you... God's editors got that
one wrong.
There is always vision... always!
The simple, and for some painful, truth is that we... you and me... always have a
vision.
'In the beginning was the Word... ' wrote John in his Gospel... and that's a mistake
too, because... before that first word was the vision of the Word.
Vision is always there, and always there first.
Want to know what your vision is?
Look at your life. (I said there'd be a painful part.)
Really. Look at your life. That's your vision.
'Oh, no, really?'
Yes. Really.

That's the part about vision people don't seem to get... and with vision, it's (always,
again) what you see is what you get.
They don't call it vision for nothing.
Vision is visual. And what you see yourself doing, having, being is what you got
right now.
Don't like it? Don't want it?
Change your vision.
I've had many visions in my life. So have you.
The game... the ‘inner game’... is for you (and me) to take control of our minds and
put the vision you want in place.
Focus on it.
Muster the discipline to keep that vision, that visual imaging of what you... if you
were hard-wired into the power of Creation... want to bring into being. (And by the
way, you are so-wired simply by virtue of being human.)
You're doing it anyway. Right now. This minute.
Not what you really want? Change it. That's how. The only how.
You take control of your life (and work and Networking) with your vision. First!
Then reality... magically, mysteriously, and magnificently... falls right into place.
You get what you expect.
Expect a miracle... and miraculous 'meetings and material assistance, which no
man (or woman) could have dreamed, come his (or her) way’.
Commitment isn't where the rubber meets the road. Vision is.
Vision creates commitment.

I mean, what else is there to be committed to?
It starts in your mind with vision... the picture you see in your imagination.
So... what's your vision?
One of the great truths of power-visioning is this: make it public.
If you tell five and they tell five (or two and two and two for you binary types), soon
the world will know. When that happens, vision becomes reality-fast!
May our next ten years be better than the last.
Or... may all our children have wealthy parents.
Hold your vision. Share it.
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